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Earth Trust’s continuing works at Radley
Lakes - helping local wildlife
We are now well into our autumn-winter works as part of the second year of Npower’s five
year aftercare phase for the pulverised fire ash (PFA) filled Areas G, H/I, & Je/P. Most
recently Earth Trust’s Thursday Volunteer Group and myself have been focusing on
extending the rides and glades created last winter into some more orchid-rich areas. It is
our hope that plant diversity within the establishing woodland will be enhanced by the
presence of rides and glades through the wood, as these will act as edge habitat which open
up the woodland to light and adds structural variety and diversity.
During the second year of the aftercare contract Dr Kerry Lock, Head of Research and Skills
at the Earth Trust, has been able to set up some survey work with research volunteers
covering the three aftercare areas, including:





Botanical survey work carried out by the Abingdon Naturalists Society
Hedgerow surveys – carried out by Earth Trust volunteers
Fixed Point Photography – carried out by a Earth Trust/FRL volunteer
Bird ringing – carried out by an ‘A’ bird ringing permit holder from the British Trust
for Ornithology (BTO)

And for next year Kerry and myself hope to be adding to this list with additional survey work
covering:





Quadrat botanical surveys
Butterfly transects feeding into the national UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme http://www.ukbms.org/
Water quality feeding into the Freshwater Habitats Trust’s Clean Water for Wildlife
project - http://freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/projects/clean-water/
Bird surveys feeding into the BTO’s national records.

As with all the survey work the Earth Trust does, our records will be sent to the Thames
Valley Environmental Records Centre (TVERC http://www.tverc.org/cms/) and will also be
available in the new research section of our website, coming online next year. If you would
like to assist with any survey work I’ve outlined above or to find out more of the ecological
survey opportunities the Earth Trust offers please check out our webpage
http://www.earthtrust.org.uk/SupportUs/Volunteer/ResearchandEcologicalSurveys.aspx

The volunteers and I have seen so much wildlife whilst working in Areas G and H/I so far
this winter; some of the highlights for me have been redwing, long-tailed tits, tawny owls, a
huge female sparrowhawk, and loads of roosting snipe!
Finally I would just like to say a huge THANK YOU to everyone involved in the habitat work
we’ve already carried out this year!

Newly created rides in Area H/I; all cut material is used to create habitat piles adjacent to
the rides, which are great for all sorts of wildlife from woodlice to small voles!

Thursday Group Volunteers cutting scrub down using hand tools (left); Thursday volunteers
scything the soft vegetation (right) in the new rides.

Marsh Helleborine and an Early Marsh Orchid (forefront, with Southern Marsh in the
background) in the rides in Area H/I – taken early this summer (Photos by Lucy
Tomkinson).

Redwing (left) and Long-tailed Tit (right) from bird ringing on Area H/I during November.

